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ABSTRACT 

Let G be a fuzzy graph,A subset D of V is said to be fuzzy dominating set vertex every 

vertex )(GVu there exists DVv  such that )(GEuv and )()()( vuuv   .The 

minimum cardinality of fuzzy dominating set is denoted by )(Gf .A fuzzy graph G is said to be 

fuzzy excellent if for a every vertex of G belongs to f -sets of G. In this paper, we introduce a 

new class of excellent fuzzy graphs called very excellent fuzzy graphs. Also we characterize 

very excellent tree and provide methods to obtain new very excellent fuzzy graphs from known 

very excellent fuzzy graph. Some results regarding strong very excellent fuzzy graphs are 

obtained and initiate a study on them. 

Keyword:      Very Fuzzy excellent Graph , Rigid very fuzzy excellent(RVFE) , Rigid very 

excellent tree 

Subject Classification : 05C72 

1. Introduction 

    A graph is a convenient way of representing information involving relationship 

between objects. The objects are represented by vertices and relations by edges. The concept of 

fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations was introduced by L.A.Zadeh in 1965[1]. Prof. N. Sridharan and 

M.Yamuna have introduced the concept of just excellence and very excellence graphs [2]. The 

notation of domination in fuzzy graphs [3] was developed by A.Somasundaram and 

S.Somasundaram. Bhutani and Rosenfeld[10] defined fuzzy end nodes in fuzzy graphs and 

showed that no node can be both a cut node and a fuzzy end node. The authors studied some 

properties characterized fuzzy cycles that have no cut nodes or fuzzy end nodes. Moderson and 

yao [11] introduces the concept of fuzzy cycles and trees. Here we introduced the concept of 

very fuzzy excellent domination in fuzzy graphs. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 

          A Fuzzy graph G= ),(   is a pair of functions : VxV→[0,1] and  

 :V→[0,1] where for all Vvu ,  and we have )()()( vuuv   . 

Definition 2.2 

            The order p and size q of the fuzzy graph G= ),(  are defined to be p= Vx
x)(  and 

q= Exy
xy)(
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Definition 2.3 

           A subset D of V is called a Fuzzy dominating set if for every DVv   there exists a 

vertex Du  such that )(GEuv and )()()( vuuv    The minimum cardinality of such a 

dominating set is denoted by )(Gf  . 

Definition 2.4 

        Let G be a fuzzy graph a subset S of G is said to be fuzzy independent set of G if there 

exists no Suv  such that )()()( vuuv   .The maximum cardinality of such fuzzy 

independent set is called fuzzy independence number and is denoted by 
f


0 . 

Definition 2.5 

       The private neighborhood is fuzzy graph G is denoted by ),( svPN f

and is defined as 

}){()( vsNvN ff  where )(GEuv such that )()()( vuuv    and each ),( svPNu f . 

Definition 2.6 

    A fuzzy graph G is said to be fuzzy excellent if for every vertex of G belongs to 
f -sets of G. 

 

 

Definition 2.7 

    A fuzzy graph G is said to be just fuzzy excellent graph if every vertex of G appears in a 

unique 
f -sets of G. 

3. Main definitions and results 

Definition 3.1 

An excellent fuzzy graph G is said to be very fuzzy excellent graph , if there is a f -sets of G 

such that to each vertex DVu   there exist a vertex )(GVv  such that SuvD  }{)(  and 

vDxuxxu  )()()(   is a f -set of G. A f -set satisfies this property is called very 

fuzzy excellent f -set of G. 

Examples: 

1)v1(0.1)v2(0.2)v3(0.3)v4(0.4) 
0.1                           0.2                                      0.2                                  0.4 
  

  

 V8(0.6)v7(0.3)v6(0.2)v5(0.5) 
 

2) 7,42 , PPP  are very fuzzy excellent 

  3) nK  is very fuzzy excellent  

  4) 7,43 , CCC  are very fuzzy excellent 

Theorem 3.2 

nP  is f -very excellent only when 7,4,2i  
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Proof 

       Already we know the result that the path nP  is f -excellence iff 2n or )3(mod1n . Let 

us consider the path nn VVVP ,...,,: 21 where 2,13  kkn . Let D be any f -set for nP . Then 

atleast f -2 vertices are isolated in <D>. For every Du , 

)}()()(&}{)(:)({)( vuuvuDvNPVvuPN n

f    . Suppose 2|)(| uPN f  for some 

Du . Let Dvi   such that kivPN i

f 32,2|)(|  .  

Case(i) 

       Suppose 2i . Then }{)( 12 vvD  not dominate 3v  as 3v  is private neighbor of 2v  and 

Dv 4 .Let Dvw j  , where 5j . If x  is an isolated vertex <D> , }{)( 1vxD  does not 

dominates x . If )(xPN f , then also }{)( 1vxD  does not dominate any vertex  in )(xPN f . 

         Similarly when ki 3 , then }{)( nvxD  is not a dominating set ,for all Dx  such that 

xDuvuuv nn  )()()(  . 

Case (ii): 

Let ki 32  . Let us assume that 
2

13
2




k
i (proof is similar if

2

13 


k
i ). 

 As 2|)(| i

f vPN  , )(, 11 i

f

ii vPNvv  and hence DvDv ii   32 , . If 3iv  is also isolated in 

<D>, then }{ 13  ii vvD   does not dominate 3iv . If Dvi 1 , no point in D whose deletion will 

result in f -set. If 3iv  is not isolated in <D> , then Dvi 4 . 

 Since 13  kn , i+3,i+4 cannot be the last two point of the path.  Therefore

)(&14 45   i

f

i vPNvni . 

Let P1 denote  u1,u2,…..ui-2 path and  P2 denote ui+6,ui+7,…un path (anyone of the path P1 or P2 

may be empty).Then  }),,{( 43  iii vvvD  

Let 1P  denote 221 ,...., iuuu path and 2P denote nii uuu ...,7,6   path (any one of the path 1P or 

2P may be empty).Then }),,{( 43  iii vvvD dominates the vertices of 1P and 2P . As  1,10 Pn

or  637137212 kknPPP  0 (mod3) and 2},,{ 43   kvvvD iii  .And so 

no vertex in 1P is adjacent to any vertex in 2P , },,{ 43  iii vvv does not dominate any vertex in 1P 

2P .The set 1PD  dominates 1P and 2PD dominates 2P . 
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So 









3

1

1

p
PD ; 










3

2

2

p
PD

33

713
2(

21

21

ppk
KPPD



 


  that is, 

1PD + 2PD =
3

21 pp 
. That is 









3

1p
+ 









3

2p
=

3

21 pp 
.Suppose 1P and 2P  are not both 

divisible by 3, let 1P =3l+1 or 3l+2. Let 2P =3m+2 (or) 3m+1 (note that 1P + 2P is divisible by 

3, 1P =3l+1 and 2P =3m+2 or 231  lQ and 2P =3m+1.Therefore, 








3

1p
+ 









3

2p

=l+1+m+1=l+m+2. 
3

21 pp 
= 1

3

2313



ml

ml
, which is contradiction. 

Suppose 1P  is not divisible by 3 and 2P  is divisible by 3. Let 1P = 3l+1 (or) 3l+2 and 

2P =3m. 








3

1p
+ 









3

2p
=l+1+m+1. 

3

21 pp 
=

3

233

3

313  ml
or

ml
 is not an integer, a 

contradiction. Similarly 1P  is divisible by 3 and 2P  is not divisible by 3 is also not true. 

Therefore, both 1P  and 2P  are divisible by 3. 

If 1P , then Dv 2  and )(, 231 vPNvv f . Then by sub case (1), }{}){( 1vwD  is 

not a fuzzy dominating set for any Dw . If 2P ,then Dvn 1  and ).(, 12   n

f

nn vPNvv Then 

by subcase (2) }{}){( nvwS  is not a fuzzy dominating set for every Dw . 

Thus we have shown that if 2)( fPN for some Dw ,There is a vertex DVv 

such that }{}){( vD   is not setr f  (1) 

Now we have shown that in all cases except one particular case, there is at least one 

Du with 2)( uPN f .Let P
’
 be the path v1-v7 and p

”
 be the v8-vn path. 

If 'PD does not dominate any of the vertex of ''P ,then ''PD is a setr f  for ''P .As 

)3(mod0'' P  and }3,3{ kttjv j  is the only setr f  for ''P , it follows that Dvn 1 and 

},{)( 21 nnn

f vvvPN   . 

If 'PD dominates a vertex of ''P ,often Dv 7 and hence 'PD is a setr f  for v1 to 

v8 path. Then 2)( uPN f for at least one 'PDu  and by (1) the set D is not an excellent 

dominating set. 

If Dv 7 and )( 78 vPNDv f , then Dv 9  and ''PDu   is a setr f  of ''P .If 10n

then 2)( 1 n

f vPN and by (1) it follows that D is not an excellent fuzzy dominating set. 
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If n=10 and Dvv 97 , then, (i) }{)(},,,{ 89742 vwDvvvvD  is not a dominating set 

for P10. (ii) 2)(},{ 41  uPNDvv f for some Du  and by (1),it follows that D is not an 

excellent fuzzy dominating set for P10.Therefore the only fr very excellent paths are P2 and P4. 

 

 

Corollary 3.3:- 

C3,C4,C7 are the only cycles which are very fuzzy excellent . 

Proof:- 

 We already know the result that, C3n is just fuzzy excellent. But C3n (n>1) are not very 

fuzzy excellent. If D is setr f  for )8( nCn ,there exists Du ,such that   ),( DuPNuN f for 

each )(uNx there exist no Dv such that ][),( yNDuPN f  and hence D is not a very fuzzy 

excellent setr f   of nC .Thus )8( nCn which is fuzzy excellent but not very fuzzy excellent. 

Remark: 3.4 

1. For )8(  nCG n and )8( nPn , the subdivision graphs Sk(G), (for any )8K are fuzzy 

excellent but not very fuzzy excellent. 

2. Let S be a dominating set of graph G.A vertex in V-S is said to be k dominated if it is 

dominated at least k vertices in D.The minimum cardinality of a k-dominating set is 

called k-domination number and denoted by )(Gr f .Fink and Jacobson [9] had proved 

that if S is a setr f  of G, then it is not a k- dominating set for any .3k In other words 

a setr f   may be at the most setr f  .Thus, if a graph G has a setr f   which is also a

setr f  .Hence G is very fuzzy excellent. That is, if )()(2 GrGr ff  ,then G is very 

excellent. 

Definition 3.5 

 A path P in fuzzy graph ),( G is a sequence of distinct vertices nxxx ..., 110 such that 

nixx ii  1,0)( ,1 . 

Definition 3.6 

 A fuzzy graph G is said to be fuzzy tree 
fT if G is a cyclic and there exist a path p 

between x and y, such that pyxyxyxyx  ,&)()(),(  . 

Definition 3.7 

 A caterpillar is a fuzzy tree 
fT for which the removal of all pendant vertices leaves a path 

P, which is called the spine of T. 
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Representation of caterpillar. 

 Let T be a caterpillar and let the spine of T be the path ...,: 21 kk uuup To each )1( kii  , 

let ia  be the number of pendant vertices of T which are adjacent to the vertex ,iu such that 

iii axuxxu  )()()(  .Then the caterpillar T can be represented by the finite sequence                

( ),.., 21 kaaa .Note that each ia is a non –negative integer and both 01 a and 0ka . 

 For example consider the sequence (1,2,4,0,3,2,2,1) represents the following caterpillar: 

 

v17(0.1)v16(0.1)v15(0.1)v14(0.1)v13(0.3)v12(0.2)v11(0.1)v10(0.1)v9(0.3)v8(0.2) 

0.1                          0.2                0.2    0.2 0.1             0.1 0.1         0.3         0.2                   0.2 

 0.1v2(0.2)    0.2v3(0.2)v4(0.3)0.1v5(0.1)0.1 v6(0.1)0.1v7(0.5)   0.4           v8(0.4) 

v1(0.1)0.2           0.1                    0.1                                                  0.1                      0.1 

v18(0.3)v19(0.1)v20(0.1)v21(0.1)v22(0.1) 

Theorem 3.8 

A caterpillar ),..,( 21 naaaT  ,
2kT  is very fuzzy excellent if and only if  

1. 
}1,0{ia

, ki 1  

2. 
11  kaa

 

3. If ia
=1 but 

01 ia
for some I, then 3 ki and 

032   ii aa
and 

14 ia
 

Proof: 

 Let us assume that T is very fuzzy excellent. First we prove }1,0{ia . 

Supposenot if 2ia for some i ,select two pendant vertices 
1w &

2w which are adjacent to ui such 

that )()()( jiji wuwu   for some j=1,2. 

 If D is a setr f   of T1 with Dw 1 , then either iu or 2w D ,in order to dominate the 

vertex 2w .Then }{}),{( 21 iuwwD  is dominating set of T, which is a contradiction as 

suwws i  }{}),,{( 21 .Thus if 2ia , for some I, there is no setr f  D of T, with Dw 1 . In 

other words T is not very excellent. Therefore, kiai  1}1,0{ . 

 As the path ),..,( 21 kk uuup  is obtained from T, after the removal of all pendant vertices of 

T, we get oa 1 and oak  .Also }1,0{ia ,it follows that 11  kaa . 

 Let S be a very fuzzy excellent setr f  of T. To each i , for which 0ia .Let iv  be the 

pendant vertex adjacent to iu ,such that )()(),( iiii vuvu   .Then  },{ ii vus .Also
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1},{  ii vuS .Suppose sui  where 0ia .Thus }1{ kiuS i  .Let   0ia and 0
1


i
a for 

some i .Clearly as 1ka ,we get 1 ki .Let x be the first positive integer such that 

)11,0(0   xyyaa yixi . 

 Let xixiiiii vuuuuvQ  ,,..,,, 21 . Q is a path on x+3 vertices. As }1{ kiuS i  and

xii vv ,  are end vertices of T both iu and su xi   and QS   is very fuzzy excellent setr f  for 

the path Q. [if Qt ,but ,SwQSt   such that }{)( tws  is a setr f   for T. If Q , 

then }{ws  is a dominating set of T, which is a contradiction as )(}{ Trs f  ] and hence Q 

is very fuzzy excellent path. Thus by theorem 3.2,Q is either P2,P4 or P7. 

 As 0,1 1  ii aa and 53,1  xa xi and it follows that Q=P7.Infact Q is 

44321 ,,,,,,  iiiiiii vuuuuuv  and thus 0;3,0,1 321   iiii aakiaa and 14 ia . 

 Conversely if a caterpillar T satisfies the conditions given in the theorem, then the set 

BAS  ,where }0/{  ii auA and }0/{ 11   iiii aaauB is very fuzzy excellent 

setr f  of T. 

Theorem 3.9 

 If G is very fuzzy excellent and v is a level vertex of G, then the graph H obtained from 

G by attaining a path P2 at v is very fuzzy excellent. 

Proof: 

 Let G be very fuzzy excellent and u be the level vertex of G. Let 
12xvx be the path P2 

attached at v of G to obtained H.Then 1)()(  GrHr ff as }{ 2xD is dominating set of H, 

where D is a setr f  of G. 

 Let S be setr f  of H.Then 0},{ 21  xxS  and )(GVS  dominates VG  .As v is a 

level vertex in G, )()(1)( GrGVSHr ff  .Thus 1)()(  GrHr ff . 

 Let D be a very fuzzy excellent setr f   of G.we obtained that }{' 2xDD   is a very 

excellent setr f   of H. }{)'( 22 xxD  is setr f  of H containing 1x , such that 

211 ')()()( xDxx   for any GU  but 'DU  there exist DU ' such that 

}{)'( uuD  is a setr f  of G. 

 Hence }{)''(},{)'( 2 uuDxuuD  is a setr f   of H containing v .Thus D is a very 

fuzzy excellent setr f  of G and G is very fuzzy excellent. 

Theorem:3.10 
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 A graph H is very fuzzy excellent which is obtained from G by attaching a path P3 at 

GU  if and only if G is very fuzzy excellent and there exist a very fuzzy excellent setr f  of G 

such that  SU  and US  dominates G-U. 

Proof: 

 Let G be very fuzzy excellent and let S be the setr f  of G such that SU  and US 

dominates G-U. Let 321 ,,, wwwu be the path attached to u  obtained H from G. Then obviously 

}{ 2wS    is a very fuzzy excellent  setr f  of H. Therefore H is very fuzzy excellent. 

 conversely, suppose H is very fuzzy excellent, since  321 ,,, wwwu be the path attached to u 

to obtained H from G then 1)()(  GrHr ff .we now prove that there is a very fuzzy excellent 

setr f   S of H containing 2& wu . 

          Let D be a very fuzzy excellent f -set of H. Let us assume that Dw 2 . Then Dw 3  

and there exist Dy such that }{)( 3wyD  is a f -set of H and 

yDtwttw  )()()( 33  . As no f -set of H contains both 23 & ww , it follows that 

2wy  . In order to dominate the vertex 1w , }{)( 32 wwD  contains either 1w  or u . Thus 

},{ 1 uwD .  

              Suppose Du take S=D , and if Dw 1̀ , take }{)( 1 uwDS  . Then S is a very 

fuzzy excellent f -set of H containing both 2& wu .  

            Let 20 wSS  . Then 0S  is a f -set of G. Given any vertex )(GVv such that 0Sv , 

then Sv . So there exist Sy  such that }{)( vyS   is f -set of H, where 

ySzvzzv  )()()(   and zt  . Clearly 2wy  and hence 0Sy  and }{)( 0 vyS  is 

a f -set of G. Thus 0S  is very fuzzy excellent f -set of G. Hence G is very fuzzy excellent . 

               Also Sw 1 , there exist Sx  such that }{)( 1wxS  is a f -set of H. Clearly 

2wx  . As any f -set of H does not contain all the three vertices 21,, wwu , it follows that ux 

. Then }{)( 1wuS  is a f -set of H and },{}{)( 1210 wwwuSuS   dominates uG  . 

Hence the theorem. 

Example:u(0.1)0.1 
u(0.1)v3(0.1 )0.1v4(0.2)0.1v5(0.5) 
 0.10.1  
0.10.1 

 
 

v1(0.1)0.2v2(0.3) v1(0.1) 0.2           v2(0.3) 

 

G                                                                                       H 
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Theorem 3.11 

        Let G1 and G2 be very fuzzy excellent graphs and let 21 &uu be level vertices in G1 and G2  

respectively. Then the graph H, obtained from 21 GG   by joining the vertices 21 &uu  by an 

edge is very fuzzy excellent . 

Proof 

        If S is f -set of H , then )( iGVS   dominates ii uG  , for i=1,2 and 

)()()()(|| 212211 GGuGuGS ffff    as iu  is a level vertex in Gi , i=1,2 . Thus 

)()()( 21 GGH fff   . Let Di be a very fuzzy excellent  f -set of G. Then 21 DD   is a 
f -set for H. If )(HVv such that 21 DDv  , then )( iGVv  and iDv  for some i=1,2. As 

Di is a very fuzzy excellent f -set of Gi, there exist iDy  such that }{)( vyDi  is a f -set 

for Gi such that iDwvwwv  )()()(  .Now it follows that ji DvyD  }{)(   is a f -

set of H, where 2,1,  iij . Thus 21 DD   is a very fuzzy excellent f -set of H and H is very 

fuzzy excellent. 

 

Remark 3.12 

1. In above theorem , if one of the vertices of 21 &uu  is not a level vertices , then the graph 

H need not be very fuzzy excellent. 

2. If u is a level vertex of G , then both G and G-u may bevery fuzzy excellent. 

Theorem 3.13 

Let G1 and G2 be two very fuzzy excellent graphs with )()( 21 GVGV  . Let 

2,1),(  iGVv ii  such that there exist a very fuzzy excellent f -set Di of Gi , so that ii Dv   

and ii uD   dominates ii vG  . If the graph H is obtained from 21 GG   by identifying the 

vertices 21 & vv , then H is very fuzzy excellent . 

Proof 

       Let v  be the vertex of H obtained by identifying 21 & vv . Let A be a subset of  ii vG   

which dominates ][ ii vNG  , then }{ ivA  is a dominating set of Gi. Hence 1)(||  i

f GA  . 

     Let S be any dominating set of H. Then atleast one of  SGi  dominates Gi and each SGi   

dominates ][ ii vNG  . Now 1)()(||  j

f

i

f GGS   where ji  .Clearly 21 DD   is a 

dominating set for H. Hence 1)()(|)(| 21  GGH fff  . 

     Now we claim that 21 DD   is a very fuzzy excellent f -set of H.  

     Let Hu such that 21 DDu  . Then vu  . If iGu , then there exist iDw  such that 

}{)( uwD i  is a f -set of Gi , where iwDzuzzu  )()()(  . Then

)(}{)( vDuwD jii   is a f -set of H. That is ,  }{)( 21 uwDD i   is a f -set for H.  
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       Hence  21 DD   is a very fuzzy excellent f -set for H and H is very fuzzy excellent. 

Theorem 3.14 

       If  v  is a down vertex of a graph G, with 0)( G , then vG   is  not fuzzy excellent  (and 

not very fuzzy excellent). 

Proof 

      Let us assume that vG   is fuzzy excellent. Let  vNu . Then there exist f -set D of 

vG   such that Du . Then Dis also a dominating set of G, which is a contradiction, since v  is 

a down vertex of G and 1)(||  GD f  

 

Theorem 3.15 

       In a very fuzzy excellent tree T, every end vertex is a down vertex. 

Proof 

        Let us proof the result by contradiction.  Let u be the end vertex of T which is not a down 

vertex. Then u is a level vertex of T. Now by attaching a path P2 at u is obtained veryfuzzy 

excellent tree T*from T. let v be the vertex adjacent to u . then by theorem 3.10, T-u  is very 

fuzzy excellent and there exist a f -set D  of T-u  containing v  such that  )()()( vuuv   . 

Then D- v  is a dominating set for T
’
-v  where T

’
=T-u. 

            Let S be a very fuzzy excellent f -set for T. Assum. Since }{)( uvS  is a f -set for T 

such that vSzuzzu  )()()(   and vS   dominates vT ' , as 

1)()()( ''  vTTT fff  . Suppose v  is a down vertex in T
’
, then  )()( vNvS   in 

T
’
. Since T  P2, there exist )(vNw in T

’
. Also SwvSw  &)( . Since S is a very excellent 

f -set for T, there exist Sy  such that }{)( wyS  is a f -set for T. Note that 

wyvy  & . Then }{),( wyvS  is not a f -set for T
’
-v . Let ),(' vDyPNy f   such that 

'y  is dominated only by the vertices vy &  of S. Hence 'y is not dominated by w  . Thus wy ' . 

               As v  is adjacent to both wy &'  and wy ' , they belong to different components of  

T
’
- v  such that )()()( '' yvvy    and )()()( wvvw   . Since S is a f -set of T and 

Sy , there exist Ty ''  which is dominated only by y and not dominated by any vertex of S-

y . As }{)( wyS   is a f -set for T, we should dominate ''y . Since ''wy  is an edge which is a 

contradiction  as  ''& yw are in differentcomponents of  T
’
- v . 

            Hence u  is a down vertex. 

 

4. Rigid Very Fuzzy Excellent 

 

Definition 4.1 

       Let G be a very fuzzy excellent graph and S be a very fuzzy excellent f -set of G. to each 

Su , let })()()(&}{)(|{),( vSwvwwuuvSSvSuE f    is a f -set of G. 

If SuSuE f  ,1|),(| , S is said to be a rigid very excellent (RVFE). 

Examples : 
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1. The paths P2,P4,P7 are all RVFE trees. 

 

 

 

The f -set },,{ 642 vvvS  is a RVFE. 

Here }6{),7(},4{),5(},4{),3(},2{),1(  SESESESE ffff  

2. Cycles C3,C7 are RVFE graphs 

3. Kn is RVFE 

Theorem 4.2 

       If G is RVFE and v is a level vertex of G, then the graph His obtained from G by attaching a 

path P2 at v isRVFE. 

Theorem 4.3 

        Let v be a vertex of a graph G. A graph H is obtained from G by attaching a tree path P3 at 

v. Then H is RVFE iff G is RVFE and there exist a RVFE f -set S of G such that Sv and 

vS   dominates vG   

Theorem 4.4 

        Let G be a connected very fuzzy excellent graph and S be a very fuzzy excellent f -set of 

S . if to each Sv , there exist ),(' SvPNv f with 1)deg( ' v , then  1KHG   for some H, ( 

and hence G is RVFE) 

Proof 

       To each Sv , fix one  ),(' SvPNv f  with 1)deg( ' v . If Suvu  &' , then 

][),( uNSvPN f  as )(' GEuv  . So }{)( uvS   is not a dominating set for G. Thus 

}{)( yvS  is a f -set of G if and only if },{ ,vvy . As to each Su , there exist Sv such 

that }{)( wvS  is a f -set of S, Since S ia avery fuzzy excellent f -set of G, we get 
'vuSu  for Sv . It follows that  

1. }{),( ,vSvPN f  , for all Sv  

2. }|,{)( , SvvvGV   
3. As G is connected and 1)deg( , v  for all  SSvvGSv }|{, ,  is a connected 

graph 

4. 1KHG  , where H is a subgraph <S> in G. 

Theorem 4.5 

       Let G be a very fuzzy excellent graph and S be a very fuzzy excellent f -set of  G . If 

),( SuPN f , for all Su ,then S is not a RVFE f -set of G. 

v1(0.1) v2(0.2) v3(0.3)   v4(0.2) v6(0.5) v5(0.1) v7(0.8) 

(0.1) (0.2) (0.2)  (0.1) (0.1) (0.3) 
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Proof 

         If  ),( SuPN f , Su , then S is an independent set in  G. If Sw , then 

)()( 21 uNuNw   for some Duu  21  and hence }{)(&}{)( 21 wuSwuS    are  

f -set of G. 

Theorem 4.6 

       In RVFE tree every Fuzzy Excellent f -set  is Rigid 

Theorem 4.7 

        Every very Fuzzy Excellent tree is RVFE 

Theorem 4.8 

        In K2n , there exist a sequence of spanning subgraphs  G1,G2,…,Gn such that  

1. Each Gk is RVFE 

2. Each Gk is a subgraph of Gk+1( nk 1 ) 

3. 
1|)(|  knGk

f
 for all nkn 2  

4. 
|)(||)(| k

f

k

f GeG  
 for all k and 

).()( 2 kn GEKEe 
 

 

 

 

  Proof: 

             Let us construct }1/,{)( 2 nivuKV iin  . To each nk 1 , let  

)}()()(&},...2,1{,|{)}()()(&},...2,1{|{ jijijijijijik vuvukjivuuuuunjiuuF   

)}()()(&,....,1|{}1,2|{ iiiiiiji vuvunkivunikkjvu     

Put 21  nkifFE kk  and }{ 11 nkn vvFE  . Let )),(( 2 knk EkVG  . 

Also let Gn=k2n. Then  

1. Each Gk is a subgraph of Gk+1, nk 1 .. 

2. },...,,{ 11 nk uuu  is a f -set of Gk 

So 1|)(|  knGk

f [ If D is a dominating set of Gk, then to each i , 

 },{,1 ji vuDnik   as )()(1 ii vNuNv  for all i , 

 },...,2,1{,|},{,1 kjivuDnik ji ] 

So 1||  knD  for all dominating set Dof G. 
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3. The set },...,,{ 11 nk uuuD  is a rigid very fuzzy excellent f -set of Gk. 

For let Dw  . If  ivw 
 , for some i, then

niifkvDwE i

f  1}{),(
 and 

niifvDwE f  1}{),( 1 . If  iuw 
 for some i , ki 2 , then 

}{),( i

f uDwE 
. 

4. If kEe , then |)(||)(| k

f

k

f GeG   . If 

i) jvve 1  where )()()( 11 jj vvvv    for some njkki  1;1  then 

}{}),{( 1 ij uuuS 
 is a dominating set for eGk  . 

ii) jvve 1  where )()()( 11 jj vvvv    for some njk 1 , then }{( 1uS  is a 

dominating set for eGk   

iii) jivve   where )()()( jiji vvvv   , for some njkki  1;1 , then 

}{}),{( iji vuuS   is a dominating set 

5 Conclusion: 

 The fuzzy relations are wide spread and important in various field. In this paper we 

define a new class of fuzzy graph called very fuzzy excellent domination. In social network 

someone in the social group may feel that exchange of someone from inside to attaining a better 

status in the form of new group. Such situation can be modeled as the definition of very fuzzy 

excellent graph. 
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